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What Is GPlay?
 Global Play, otherwise known as GPlay, is a service that will 

utilize blockchain technology to allow gamers to exchange and earn 

cryptocurrency through their favorite activity: playing games. The 

main goal of GPlay is to make crypto gaming easy and affordable for 

everyone.

 Cryptocurrency is quickly gaining more traction, and has become 

a staple currency for many people; GPlay plans to spread it even 

further by allowing more gamers to seamlessly integrate into the 

market.

 As it is now, most people that want to get into crypto gaming 

can’t do so due to the hurdle of high costs. GPlay aims to change that.



GPlay As A Service
 GPlay’s platform will work to connect gamers globally and provide 

an easy to use blockchain application. The two main services of GPlay 

will be games and it’s own application.

 

 

 Firstly there are the games, wherein players will stake their 

cryptocurrency and compete for earnings. Early on the games will be 

those that are simple, well-known, engaging classic games, until GPlay 

grows as a platform and can support larger games. These games will 

have two modes: practice and versus, practice being against an AI and 

versus being against an enemy player. All games in the early phases will 

work in a web browser.

 

 

 

 Second is the wallet and market application. Most people who 

have delved into cryptocurrency understand the difficulty associated 

with getting started on it. GPlay will aim to make the introduction into 

crypto more smooth, and help avoid any mistakes and safety issues.

 Overall, GPlay aims to make our entire gaming experience safe, 

streamlined, profitable, and fun for all, whether beginner or veteran.



Gaming
On

GPlay
 Games on GPlay will all be in a PVP - player versus 

player - format. Each player will stake an equal amount 

of cryptocurrency, then compete in real-time, skill-based 

games to determine the winner.

 The winner of each game will get the entirety of the 

games pot - the crypto that was pooled into a contract 

beforehand - minus GPlay’s take.

 GPlay plans to let users play with a variety of tokens, 

including its own, which will be the exclusive token for 

larger game projects.



GPlay Tokenomics
 GPlay will allow users to use their from a variety of 

blockchains when playing, though it will be limited to those that 

are in wide use. The first token to be used on our platform will be 

Polygon.

 Alongside those tokens, GPlay will have its own. There will 

be a capped token, GPT (GPlay Token), and an uncapped token, 

GPC (GPlay Coin).

 GPlay Token will be used for most transactions related 

to GPlay alongside another undecided currency from a larger 

blockchain, and will have a staking function. All transactions will 

recycle most, if not all, GPT back into staking or the ecosystem 

fund.

 The GPlay Coin will be used when playing games, but GPlay 

will have a reduced take from games played using GPC. GPC will 

also have a variety of burn functions to avoid excessive inflation.



 GPlay Tokens will be distributed to Founders, the Development 

Team, Ecosystem Fund, Staking, pre-MVP, and ICO.

 For Founders, there will be a vesting period of 5 years, and the 

Development Team will have a vesting period of 4 years.

 The GPlay Ecosystem Fund consists of three parts: game 

challenges, which is 5%; a referral program, which is 8%; and marketing, 

which is 12%. Players will be able to complete game challenges and refer 

friends to GPlay to receive an amount of GPT. Users will also be able to 

stake their tokens to receive more GPT in return.

 Pre-MVP is a stage where players will be able to exchange their 

cryptocurrency for GPT through our demo. After sending their own crypto, 

we will send back our own token, regardless of whether they win or lose 

the game. Any unused tokens will be recycled to the ecosystem fund or 

staking.

 ICO will be the private sale of GPT, where they can be bought for 

0.001 USD. During public sale on exchanges, we plan to raise the pricing 

of tokens to 0.05 USD.

Token Distribution



Roadmap
• Early 2022: 6 month goal

•  Pre-MVP/ICO for Tokens - Month 1-2
•  First game fully developed - Month 1
• Start NFT Development and Sales - Month 3
•  More Game Prototypes - Month 3-4
•  Account Creation - Month 4
•  Begin Development of Mobile Application - Month 5-6

Road Map Is Subject To Change


